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Celebrities, guests marvel at
YSL fashion mansion in Paris

Saint Laurent unveiled its newly restored 17th century
mansion atelier to a pack of astounded celebrities
and fashionistas Monday, capping a vivacious day of

ready-to-wear collections. Here are the fall-winter 2016
show highlights, including show reports from Saint
Laurent, Giambattista Valli, Hermes and Stella McCartney.

Saint Laurent unveils couture mansion
It’s no secret that designer Hedi Slimane is a secretive

man. But celebrities including David Furnish and Catherine
Deneuve were bowled over Monday night as the designer
unveiled the previously unannounced restoration of a 17-
Century mansion - YSL’s new couture house and the venue
for the ready-to-wear show. The revamp - with sparkling
marble staircases and crystal chandeliers - had quietly
been underway in the prestigious Left Bank for the last
year and a half unbeknown to the fashion press.

In keeping with the classicism of the venue, Slimane
chose to model the fall-winter show on Monsieur Yves
Saint Laurent’s famed couture presentations. With no
music and models walking the runway slowly and with
poise, each look was announced by the iconic Benedicte
de Ginestous, who announced all the YSL looks between
1977 and 2002, the year when the couture line finally
closed down.

Saint Laurent’s disco dresses
Well and truly gone are the days of grunge. Monday’s

Saint Laurent show made sure of that with Hedi Slimane’s
shimmering ode to the big-shouldered era of Eighties dis-
co. Almost each and every one of the 42 looks featured a
micro mini. Hair was slicked back, and the garish thick
black eye makeup set the fashion dial firmly to the time of
the New Romantics. But though this collection was fun - a
Slimane trademark - with its touches of giant blue fox fur
coats and fake-snake embroidered bronze silk minis, it was

also replete with clever visual twists and accomplished
artistry in the shoulder silhouette.

The sometimes asymmetrical huge shoulder flourishes
at times visually overpowered the signature uber-skinny
models in an interesting and exaggerated style. Elsewhere,
a one shoulder micro dress embroidered with metallic
snake scales had a diagonal cut in the bodice which was
picked up by a giant 80’s leather belt with big metallic
studs. Slimane must have savored the irony between the
lofty venue and the sparkling disco glitter of the clothes.

Models present creations for Saint Laurent during the 2016-2017 fall/winter ready-to-wear collection on March 7, 2016 in Paris. — AP/AFP photos


